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Disclaimer
These presentation slides and any other material provided with these slides (the “Presentation Materials”) do not comprise an admission document, listing particulars or a prospectus relating to Bushveld
Minerals Limited (the “Company”) or any subsidiary of the Company, do not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe for any securities of the Company and should not be relied on in
connection with a decision to purchase or subscribe for any such securities. The Presentation Materials and the accompanying verbal presentation do not constitute a recommendation regarding any
decision to sell or purchase securities in the Company.
The Presentation Materials and the accompanying verbal presentation are confidential and the Presentation Materials are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced or
distributed to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in the Presentation Materials and the
accompanying verbal presentation or the completeness or accuracy of such information. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company or its respective
shareholders, directors, officers or employees or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the Presentation Materials and the accompanying verbal
presentation, and no liability is accepted for any such information or opinions (including in the case of negligence, but excluding any liability for fraud).
The Presentation Materials contain forward-looking statements, which relate, inter alia, to the Company’s proposed strategy, plans and objectives. Such forward-looking statements involve known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors beyond the control of the Company that could cause the actual performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from such
forward-looking statements. Accordingly, you should not rely on any forward-looking statements and the Company accepts no obligation to disseminate any updates or revisions to such forward-looking
statements.
The Presentation Materials and their contents are directed only at persons in the United Kingdom who are “qualified investors” within the meaning of section 86(7) of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (“FSMA”) and who fall within the exemptions contained in Articles 19 and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (such as persons who are authorised or
exempt persons within the meaning of FSMA and certain other persons having professional experience relating to investments, high net worth companies, unincorporated associations or partnerships and
the trustees of high value trusts) and persons to whom distribution may otherwise lawfully be made. Any investment, investment activity or controlled activity to which the Presentation Materials relate is
available only to such persons and will be engaged in only with such persons. Persons of any other description, including those that do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments,
should not rely or act upon the Presentation Materials.
The Presentation Materials should not be distributed, published, reproduced or otherwise made available in whole or in part by recipients to any other person and, in particular, should not be distributed to
persons with an address in the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, Australia or Japan or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any
legal or regulatory requirement. No securities commission or similar authority in Canada has in any way passed on the merits of the securities offered hereunder and any representation to the contrary is
an offence. No document in relation to the Company’s securities has been, or will be, lodged with, or registered by, The Australian Securities and Investments Commission, and no registration statement
has been, or will be, filed with the Japanese Ministry of Finance in relation to the Company’s securities. Accordingly, subject to certain exceptions, the Company’s securities may not, directly or indirectly,
be offered or sold within Australia, Japan, South Africa or the Republic of Ireland or offered or sold to a resident of Australia, Japan, South Africa or the Republic of Ireland.
Neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or released or distributed or published, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America (the “United States”). The material set out in the
presentation is for information purposes only and is not intended, and shall not be construed, as an offer for securities for sale in the United States or any other jurisdiction. The securities contemplated in
these slides (the “Securities”) have not been, and will not be, registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “US Securities Act”) or with any securities regulatory authority of
any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered or sold within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US Person as that term is defined in Regulation S under
the US Securities Act except pursuant to an exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the registration requirements of the applicable securities legislation. The Company has not been registered
and will not register under the United States Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended.
The Presentation Materials and its contents are confidential and should not unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Company be copied, distributed, published or reproduced (in whole or in part) or
disclosed by recipients to any other person.
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Introduction and objectives
A little about me…
•

•

•
•

Co-Founder and CEO of Bushveld Energy,
an energy storage solutions company, part
of AIM-listed Bushveld Minerals, an
integrated vanadium company
Chair the Energy Storage Committee of
Vanitec, the global organisation of
vanadium producers
Founder and founding member of the
South African Energy Storage Association
Previously a consultant in Russia and
across Africa, focusing on power sector
(strategy and plant operations) and
economic development; commercial
banker in the USA

SOURCE: www.bushveldenergy.com

Objectives of presentation

• Review the supply and demand

•
•
•

•

landscape for vanadium;
Cover the balance of vanadium
exports and imports in China, South
Africa and Brazil;
Analyse capital, operation and longterm costs of Li-ion vs VRFB
technologies;
Discuss when vanadium batteries
are a more efficient choice over
lithium, including costs;
Illustrate how Bushveld is taking
advantage of vanadium
opportunities
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Company overview: Bushveld Minerals is building one of the largest, most
Company focus
vertically integrated, primary vanadium platforms

VANADIUM

BUSHVELD ENERGY
HOLDINGS

A growing and low
cost, vertically
integrated vanadium
mining and processing
platform

SOURCE: Bushveld Minerals
Note: Bushveld Minerals has an interest of 17.5% in Afritin

Participates in the
developing and
commercially
attractive global
energy storage market

COAL & POWER
Developing an
integrated thermal
coal and IPP asset in
Madagascar
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What is vanadium?
Besides being a transition metal…

Vanadium was also the best performing “battery metal” of 2017

“Vanadium has soared more than 130% in the past, outperforming
better-known battery components like cobalt, lithium and nickel.
Bloomberg, January 2018
SOURCE: Bloomberg
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2017 is just the more publicised part of the story, as vanadium prices more
than doubled in 2016
Vanadium price (V2O5), USD/lb

After reaching a historic low at
the end of 2015, vanadium has
more than doubled in price
each of the last 2 years

SOURCE: Metal Bulletin, assetmacro.com
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There a multiple factors to this, with the foremost being a global supply
decrease over the past 4 years
Production (MTV)
Region
2014
2017
China
53 013 47 258
Russia
7 807
8 300
South Africa
11 070
8 105
North America
5 763
3 000
Europe
7 000
7 785
Japan
1 500
1 950
Korea
1 200
250
India
700
700
Brazil
500
5 433
Others
400
400
Total
88 953 83 181

Change
MTV
%
-5 755 -10,9%
493
6,3%
-2 965 -26,8%
-2 763 -47,9%
785 11,2%
450 30,0%
-950 -79,2%
0
0,0%
4 933 986,6%
0
0,0%
-5 772 -6,5%

I. The biggest driver is lower production
in China driven by stone coal mine
closures and environmental controls
II. In South Africa, Highveld Steel &
Vanadium and Vanchem shut down
III. In North America, vanadium
volumes recycled from Venezuelan oil
ash has fallen due to lower oil output

IV. Despite a significant new entrant in
Brazil-based Largo Resources and
smaller additions in Russia and
Europe, global supply fell by 6.5%

V. Note how few of these factors were driven by vanadium-related events
SOURCE: TTP Squared
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After growing steadily for over a decade, vanadium production has
decreased since 2014, primarily driven by Chines production
Global vanadium production, Metric Tons V

The production decrease, did not
lead to price appreciation, as 2014
and 2015 witnessed some of the
lowest vanadium prices in decades

SOURCE: TTP Squared
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Until global vanadium consumption started to recover in 2016, the supply
decrease did not impact pricing

SOURCE: TTP Squared
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The demand recovery was also driven by Chinese demand for higher grade
steels
Vanadium is mostly used in steel…

SOURCE: TTP Squared

And China is by far the largest consumer
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China’s is ceasing to be a net exporter of vanadium
Chinese production and consumption of vanadium

• The historical increase in Chinese
consumption was due to rapid
economic growth, urbanisation
and infrastructure expansion in
China
• The 2017 recovery was entirely
different, driven by new standards
and their enforcement for use of
higher grade rebar in construction
steel (which require higher levels
of vanadium)

SOURCE: TTP Squared
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Going forward, the supply-demand balance may remain tight over the next
few years…,
Most vanadium production comes as a
co-product of steel production and thus
will not respond to higher pricing

According to TTP Squared, there is about 20% of
flexible production that could come on-line by 2020 if
higher prices hold

Production (MTV)
Change
Returning stone
Region
2017 2020f MTV %
China
47 258 59 454 12 196 25,8% coal producers
Russia
8 300 7 800 -500 -6,0%
South Africa
8 105 13 000 4 895 60,4% In part, Bushveld
North America 3 000 3 560 560 18,7% Minerals increases
Europe
7 785 8 785 1 000 12,8%
Japan
1 950 1 950
0 0,0% Increase from
Korea
250
450 200 80,0% Largo
India
700
700
0 0,0%
Brazil
5 433 7 000 1 567 28,8%
Restart of
Others
400 2 300 1 900 475,0%
Windimurra
Total
83 181 104 999 21 818 26,2%
SOURCE: TTP Squared
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…as the demand upside exceeds that of short term production
Vanadium use in steel is likely to continue to grow,
as China, India, Africa and developing countries lag
European or even world rates of vanadium use rates

Furthermore, stationary energy storage
demand is growing rapidly and will exceed
300GWh by 2030
Global cumulative storage deployments, GWh

350
300
250
200

305

Growth may appear
excessive, but it is similar
to solar PV growth over
the past 10 years

150
100
50

52
5

0
2017
SOURCE: TTP Squared; Bloomberg New Energy Finance

2023

2030
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In the medium to long term, this signals growth in the industry, as vanadium
is abundant and new capacity can be brought on-line in early 2020’s

SOURCE: United States Geological Society

•

Current world
reserves of vanadium
can supply existing
vanadium
consumption levels for
more than 175 years,
according to USGS,

•

According to analysis
from TTP Squared, by
2025, an additional
24,000 MTV in new
primary vanadium
production could be
brought on-line,
representing nearly
30% of current annual
supply
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Vanadium Redox Flow Battery (VRFB) technology is well-positioned
technically because of its long life and flexible performance
Observations:

SOURCE: IRENA: Electricity Storage and Renewables: Costs and Markets to 2030

•

VRFB’s are an excellent fit for
daily, multi-hour, deep cycle
storage (e.g. with solar PV), grid
support (e.g. peak shaving,
system balancing, capital deferral)
and off-grid or minigrid
installations

•

This should allow VRFBs to
capture a significant share of
the future energy storage market
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Technically, a VRFB is intrinsically safer than solid state batteries because
it has no “thermal runaway”
Fire safety is an inherent risk
of solid state batteries

Unsurprisingly, VRFBs are safer across a broad range of factors, when
compared to lithium-ion (or other technologies)
Analysis of typical hazards by ESS Type

30MW Kahuku project, Hawaii

Tesla Model S

“It is clear that Vanadium flow battery
systems offer significant safety
advantages to li-ion”
- Fire Captain Matthew Paiss1
Engie 20MWh battery, Drogenbos
1 Captain Paiss is a 21-year veteran of the San Jose Fire Department and the primary representative of the International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) to NFPA 70
(NEC) and NFPA 855 ESS standards.
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SOURCE: “Energy Storage System Safety: Vanadium Redox Flow Vs. Lithium-Ion,” June 2017, Energy Response Solutions, Inc., energyresponsesolutions.com

For many applications, VRFBs can yield the lowest levelised cost of energy
storage
Lazard’s analysis shows that VRFBs already have the lowest costs in the industry
USD / kWh, 2017, levelised costs
-29%

-26%

-32%

SOURCE: Lazard’s Levelised Cost of Energy Storage Analysis – Version 3.0 (November 2017); Bushveld Energy analysis
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These technical and economic fundamentals are leading to massive
deployment of VRFBs – especially in Asia
I. 60 megawatt hour (MWh) VRFB
from Sumitomo in Hokkaido, Japan

II. 800 MWh VRFB by Rongke Power in III. 500 MWh VRFB from
Dalian, China
Pu Neng in Hubei, China

• 3-phase project to be finished by
2020
• Cornerstone of a new smart
energy grid in Hubei Province.
• Will serve as a critical peaker
plant, deliver reliability and reduce
emissions

These large VRFBs are part of China’s new National Development Plan’s “focus
includes 100MW-grade, vanadium redox flow battery energy storage stations”
SOURCE: Sumitomo; Rongke Power; Pu Neng; No.1701 (2017) of the National Development and Reform Commission and the National Energy
Administration
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In North America, industry sentiment towards VRFBs is also strong
In Greentech Media's 2017 Energy Storage Summit poll of 500 professionals on the
next 5 years for energy storage, flow battery technology achieved the most support

Observations:
• Just 1 in 4 respondents
believe that lithium ion
technology will remain
dominant in utility scale
storage;
• 3 in 5 of the remaining
participants believe flow
batteries would become
dominant.

SOURCE: Greentechmedia.com
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How much demand could VRFBs capture and what would that mean for
vanadium demand in energy storage? (1/2)
There many energy storage market forecasts and while they
continue to vary, they remain massive in the medium to long term
2025 forecasts

Total Gigawatt hours (GWh) deployed1

Bloomberg

• Most projects point to 2040GWh of storage
deployed by 2025
• Annual additions are
forecast to reach 1020GWh by 2025
• Past forecasts from
Navigant and Boston
Consulting Group
expected VRFBs to
capture 15-25% of the
market

McKinsey

Lux Research
Navigant
0

20

40

60

2030 forecasts
Bloomberg
IRENA
McKinsey
0

100

200

300

400

1 Where only capacity numbers reported, a ratio of 2.5 GWh per GW was used
SOURCE: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, McKinsey & Company, Lux Research, Navigant Research, International Renewable Energy Agency
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How much demand could VRFBs capture and what would that mean for
vanadium demand in energy storage? (2/2)
Vanadium makes up the largest cost in a VRFB
VRFB cost breakdown
%

9%

Cell Stack
Delivery and
installation
Electrical (PCS,
inverter)
Assembly

17%

13%

30%

12%
8%

BOP (tanks,
pumps, pipes)
Vanadium
Other chemicals /
costs

11%

Each GWh of VRFB storage requires
5,500 tones of vanadium
SOURCE: EPRI – Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries (1014836); Bushveld analysis

Conclusions:

• The size of the (stationary) energy storage
market and the ability of VRFBs to capture a
significant share are key variables
• If VRFBs capture 25% of the forecast 10GWh
annual market by 2025, energy storage will
demand almost 14,000 tones of vanadium
annually
• That would represent over 17% annual of
today’s production and nearly equal to all
possible capacity addition for the next 3-4
years (but we could have enough by 2025)
• Note that this does not factor in steel
demand nor some of the higher energy
storage forecasts
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Bushveld Minerals is taking advantage of this opportunity by developing a significant,
low cost, integrated primary vanadium producer through its owned high-grade assets
Mine

 439.5 Mt open-cast
primary resource base
(incl. 55Mt reserves)
 One of the world’s largest
primary vanadium
resource base
 Tier-1 vanadium grades
(~2% V2O5 in magnetite)
 Easy access to existing
infrastructure

SOURCE: Bushveld Minerals

Processing Plant

 Low-cost operational
primary vanadium
processing capacity
 Supplying ~3.5% of
the current world
vanadium market
 Scope to grow
capacity near term to
over 5% of global
supply

NitrovanTM Production

Energy Storage

 Producing trademark
NitrovanTM & modified
vanadium oxide
products for the steel
industry

 An energy platform,
developing utility scale
energy storage projects
that support Africa’s
energy requirements
 Targeting ~1,000MWh of
energy storage solutions
using Vanadium based
flow battery systems
 Targeting regionallyoriented assembly and
manufacturing capacity
within 5 years
 Providing a captive market
for Bushveld vanadium
production

Vanadium Chemicals

 Manufacturing capacity
for chemicals, with
focus on electrolyte
for utility scale battery
systems
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As an integrated vanadium producer, Bushveld Minerals growth strategy focuses on
enhancing growth horizontally and vertically
Horizontal growth strategy

Horizontal Growth
Organic growth

Vertical Growth

Vertical growth strategy

•

Driven by the company’s interest in developing a
vertically integrated vanadium platform

•

Bushveld Minerals now owns 100% of Bushveld
Vametco Limited

•

•

Portfolio diversification through the supply of
electrolyte for VRFBs for the energy storage sector

Control one of the largest primary vanadium
resources in the world

•

•

Bushveld Energy established to promote use of
vanadium in energy storage by

Existing global vanadium market share of
approximately 3.5%, expected to grow to over 5%
with the completion of the three-phase expansion
project by 2019

o Exclusively focusing on VRFB technology
o Marketing and developing utility scale projects

Near-term brownfield growth will raise capacity at
Vametco to over 5,000 mtV per annum by 2019

o

•

Targeted brownfield opportunities

•
•

Continue focus on enhancing value through
targeting brownfield opportunities
Diversify product portfolio

SOURCE: Bushveld Minerals

o
o

using VRFB based energy solutions across
Africa
Partnering with UniEnergy Technologies
(UET), a US-based leading VRFB
manufacturer
Signing Eskom agreement for the installation
of a VRFB with a peak power of 120kW and
peak energy of 450 kWh
Working with the IDC to establish vanadium
electrolyte production in South Africa
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Thank you for your
attention.
Any questions?
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Back-up
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Vanadium is the simplest and most developed flow battery
How does a vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) work?

▪ A flow battery was first developed by NASA in the 1970s and is charged and discharged by a
reversible reduction-oxidation reaction between the two liquid vanadium electrolytes of the battery

▪ Unlike conventional batteries, electrolytes are stored in separated storage tanks, not in the power
cell of the battery

▪ During operation these electrolytes are pumped through a stack of power cells, or membrane,
where an electrochemical reaction takes place and electricity is produced
• Vanadium can exist in
four different states,
allowing for a single
element to be used

• Benefits include
simplicity and no crosscontamination
• In 2010, US DoE funded
research at PNNL
yielded an improved
electrolyte formula
SOURCE: IEEE Spectrum: It’s Big and Long-Lived, and It Won’t Catch Fire: The Vanadium Redox-Flow Battery, 26 October 2017
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